
The Federal  Minister  of  Public  Safety  and Internal  Security
had a diarrhea. He had retired to his private bathroom in the
front part of the plane immediately after takeoff and sent for
the doctor on call. The doctor was on detail from the army
medical corps for the personal service of the minister. He had
found him with a very pale face, sitting on the folded down
bench above the toilet,  wearing green silk  pajamas,  sickly
staring at his polished shoes while trying not to move.

Two German tourists are killed in traffic accidents in Egypt.
Their bodies are used to transport a huge amount of dollar
bills to Germany. Why are the responsible German authori-
ties not interested in this case?

In the guise of a Canadian journalist Jack Boulder is sent to
Egypt by a minor German secret service to inquire about
the background, traveling with a German government min-
ister's delegation. 

Unintentionally,  an airline physician gives  Boulder a lead
that  finally  takes  him to  Spain.  Apparently,  money  traf-
ficking is but a sideline in the context of events. They have
their root in recent German history, former East-West busi-
ness relations kept alive, and are far more complicated and
convoluted than everybody thought — and they happen on
the level of the new fast and loose German elite.

The novel is set in 2004 in Berlin, Cairo, the Libyan desert
— Basel, Potsdam — reminiscences of Budapest in the 1950s
and East Berlin in the 1970s — Madrid, Andalusia, and Tus-
cany … as  the world turns.  Another book featuring Jack
Boulder, his friend Laszlo Nagy and his companion Malcsi,
Dr. Schall  — and Jack Boulder's friend Annabel Conti, who
still works for a Swiss bank. 
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UNNAMED FORCES

Peter de Chamier

A novel set in 2002 with a grip-
ping story against both a color-
ful historical and contemporary
political background. The plot is
full of period detail, rapid, hu-
morous,  and  full  of  suspense.
The book introduces protagonist
Jack  Boulder  and  presents  his
friends  Laszlo  Nagy,  a  former
art  forger,  and  Annabel  Conti,
who is working for a Swiss bank.

OCCIDENT EXPRESS

Peter de Chamier

The year is  2006 — Russia  and
its  billionaires  promise  riches
and  an  auspicious  future,  for
many  the  country  has  become
the land of the rising sun, not
least  for  German  media  czars
and  politicians.  It  begins  with
an accident in Greece,  follows
manhunts  along  dusty  railroad
tracks  in  the  Middle  East,  and
ends  with  a  furniture  truck  in
Switzerland.

More at www.de-chamier.com

Peter de Chamier has a doctor-
ate in history and works for an
international scientific and hu-
manitarian foundation. 

The  author  has  written  and
edited a number of non-fiction
books that were translated into
seven  languages.  He  has  con-
tributed  numerous  newspaper
articles for the culture and arts
sections  of  several  leading
newspapers,  and has a regular
column  in  a  scientific  news
magazine. 

de Chamier's novels are written
in  the  form  of  the  political
thriller, morally neutral  — still
moral,  vigilant,  full  of  sus-
pense,  tongue  in  cheek,  and
based on solid factual and his-
torical foundations.


